CONSIDERING VIDEO AS A VOLUME
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Abstract
We present an alternative approach to viewing video
information. Video frames can be combined to form a volume
in much the same way that medical CT images can be
processed. Once the volume has been formed, techniques
from medical imaging can be applied and novel views and
data visualization of the original video data obtained.
1 Introduction
Video consists of a sequence of separate images that are
presented to the viewer at a sufficient rate to create the
illusion of continuous motion. However, the main
disadvantage of this is that we must remember the
characteristics of events that took place. This leads to errors
in processing data and limits our ability to visualise complex
changing events.
It is possible to combine the separate images into a volume
using techniques from medical CT volume rendering [1]. As a
consequence of this the complete video information is
presented as one object, removing the fallibilities of human
memory. Once this has been done, techniques from medical
imaging can then be used to alter the volume and yield
information about the video that would previously have been
overlooked. Prior work in this area in limited [2].

Figure 1: Apollo 11 Launch Frames (Source: NASA)

2.2 Opacity and False Colour
The opacity of each voxel in the volume can then be varied to
allow parts of the volume to be transparent and the internal
structure of this temporal volume to be seen. False colour is
then created via greyscale mapping to Hue space.
In the Apollo 11 example an opacity transfer function was
chosen that made the bright image regions opaque and the
darker regions transparent. The resulting rendered volume can
be seen in Figure 3 where we clearly see the temporal growth
of the fumes associated with the launch.

Figure 3: Apollo false colour volume (bright video regions
made opaque)
3 Example Video: House fire
Additionally, a video of a house fire was examined. Figure 4
shows four frames from the video and the generated true
colour volume with dark regions made opaque. This volume
reveals that the smoke appears to accelerate towards the floor
as time progresses: a unique visualization not immediately
available from the original video sequence.

2 Example Video: Apollo 11 Launch
A video of the Apollo 11 launch was examined. Some frames
from this video are given in Figure 1. As we can see the
complexity and growth of the exhaust emission is lost in
frame by frame analysis.
2.1 Apollo 11: Forming the basic video volume
Combining these frames into a true colour volume yields the
object shown in Figure 2. We immediately have an additional
axis: time.

Figure 4: Smoke progress during house fire (video: NIST)

Figure 2: Apollo 11 True Colour Video Volume

4 Conclusions and Future Work
This work has shown a novel volumetric way to visualise
complex temporal change in video sequences as illustrated in
Figures 2, 3 and 4. Future work will include the analysis and
visualization of flow within a video volume.
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